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T

he summer months are upon us at last. The days are getting
longer, temperatures are warming, and many of you are busily
preparing for the subsistence activities that define summertime in
Bristol Bay. Something about the lengthening days instills a sense
of optimism and momentum. Every year at this time I appreciate
this opportunity to say a few words to let you know what’s going
on at BBNC before you venture into the beautiful Bristol Bay
region to take part in the traditions that have sustained our
people for centuries.
We’re a few months into FY17 and
though we’re still auditing the final
financial review of FY16, there are a
few things I can share with you now.
As expected, revenue took a bit of a hit
in FY16, due in part to the plummeting
price of oil. So while it should be no
surprise that revenues are down,
our FY16 earnings and net income
remain robust. Diversification across
our business sectors has buoyed our
earnings. So despite a downturn
in industrial services, we’ve seen
strong performances in construction,
government contracting, and
petroleum distribution. Those three
sectors carried earnings through
FY16 and have positioned BBNC to
remain vital, even as we stare down
an uncertain economic situation in
Alaska in the months, and perhaps
years, ahead.

Diversification is one of our key
strategic pillars here at BBNC. Without
a diverse portfolio, we run the risk of
becoming overly reliant on one or two
industry sectors. This can present
risks for any business, especially if
the market in any given sector goes
temporarily sideways, as it recently has
in oil and industrial services. So, while
BBNC continues to invest and grow
our oil and gas portfolio, we would
have taken a much harder hit had we
not been committed to construction,
government services, and tourism.
Rounding out the picture are BBNC’s
in-region investment efforts, like the
businesses we’re helping to get off
the ground through the Bristol Bay
Development Fund. Together, these
efforts have helped stabilize our
earnings, and in some cases have
escalated them.

And there’s a bit of a paradox in all of
this: the right kind of diversification—
the right mix of business lines—can
help offset a single troubled sector.
For example, the low cost of oil today
means lower fuel costs. And that
benefits our petroleum distribution
operations, which have been some
of our strongest performers in the
past year.
As always, our annual report will be
mailed out in mid August. The report
will give each of you an opportunity
to see the full overview of BBNC’s
finances and operations over the past
fiscal year. If you look at nothing else,
take a glance at our earnings over the
past decade. The past ten years have
been some of the strongest in our 44year history. In addition to net income,
be sure to pay attention to shareholder
growth, as well as to our new strategic
initiatives and shareholder equity.
Together, these should give you an idea
of our overall health.
All of this is especially important as the
economy becomes more unpredictable.
While we know the pendulum will
eventually swing back, there will be
great need in Bristol Bay and across
the state in the short term—the need
for jobs and for reliable social services.
(continued on page 5)
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

Several GMT trainees participate in a demonstration.

(continued from page 3)

GMT Trainees Jason Nowatak and
Thomas Mann.

GMT Training for Shareholders
Held in King Salmon
“BBNC is
proud of the
work done by
the students,
instructors,
and organizers
involved in this
program and
will work hard
to continue
to provide
these types of
opportunities...”
4

M

onths ago, when BBNC’s Shareholder Development Manager
Carol Wren put her head together with members of the Shareholder
Development team at BBNC and its industrial service companies to
devise a plan for a General Maintenance Technician training, they
had a distinct goal in mind. “We’re not training just to train,” she said.
“We’re training to put people to work.”
This mantra guided the team as they laid
out plans for the General Maintenance
Technician (GMT) training at SAVEC in King
Salmon in March—a program that affords
BBNC shareholders a unique opportunity to
get hands-on training that positions them
for jobs on the North Slope.
The oil and gas industry is notoriously
competitive and can be difficult to break
into. By arming shareholders with the
certifications and hard skills they’ll need
to get into the field, BBNC and our partners
Bristol Bay Industrial, Peak Oilfield Service
Co., and CCI Industrial Services created a
stream of uniquely qualified, marketable,
and hirable candidates.

Housing, food, and, in some cases, travel
scholarships, were provided as students
stayed on-site for the three weeks of
training. Ken Millard is a BBNC shareholder
and former GMT training participant
who works for CCI Industrial and was an
instructor during the March training that
took place. “The training is set up to give
people an idea of what it’s really like. Jobs
on the Slope are usually two weeks on/two
weeks off, so you’re away from your family
and community for extended periods
of time,” Ken said. “Some of the more
technical stuff can be challenging.
Most people really learn by doing.”

By recreating similar living conditions
and work environments found on the
Slope, the training galvanizes a new
crop of students who are ready to get
to work.
By any measurement, the training
was a resounding success. As of this
writing, 17 of the 22 participants have
been offered jobs with one of the three
participating partner companies,
leaving everyone involved feeling
very optimistic about the future. At its
conclusion, students and instructors
sung the praises of the training for its
ability to empower participants to
find employment, and provide for
their families.
BBNC is proud of the work done by the
students, instructors, and organizers
involved in this program and will work
hard to continue to provide these types
of opportunities as we focus on the
needs of our shareholders in the days,
weeks, and years to come.

BBNC is committed to lifting up
our shareholders to the best of our
ability, especially when the chips
are down. This means preparing the
workforce so you’re ready to jump in
when jobs become available again.
Check out the article on the General
Maintenance Technician Training
BBNC funded this past March as
an example of how we’ll invest in
the workforce of tomorrow and
ensure our shareholders have a
shot at rewarding, economically
viable careers.
BBNC will also continue to invest in
social and cultural support, which
will likely be the hardest hit as the
state’s economy turns downward. If
your organization provides benefits
or has impact on shareholders and
descendants in the areas of arts and
culture, health and social services, or
education, employment, and training,
I encourage you to contact us about
BBNC’s corporate giving program.

So, welcome summer. And before you
head out, one last thought. Many of
you who live and work in Bristol Bay
have taken part in hunting, fishing,
and gathering subsistence for decades.
Yet too often, I’m saddened by
accounts of accidents out in the wild—
even by the more experienced among
us—that could have been easily
prevented. Please don’t take safety
for granted. Invest in the proper gear.
Practice safety protocol. Watch out for
one another. Summer is exciting and
fun; Alaska beautiful and thrilling.
But please be careful out there.
As always, thank you for your support.

Tourism is likely to be a benefit to
the Bristol Bay region in the coming
years. Our investment in Mission
Lodge several years ago opened the
doors for a thriving tourism sector at
BBNC. I’m excited about the recent
purchase of Katmailand, Inc., which
includes the Brooks Lodge and
Grosvenor Lodge in Katmai National
Park, and Kulik Lodge on Nonvianuk
Lake. This acquisition makes BBNC a
major player in tourism in Bristol Bay
and across the state. It’s also a part
of our in-region investment strategy,
providing economic stability in the
region as well as local and shareholder
employment opportunities.
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SHAREHOLDER
NEWS

2016 ANNUAL MEETING
OF SHAREHOLDERS
1
SAVE THE DATE
OCTOBER 1, 2016
ANCHORAGE

The 2016 Annual Meeting of Shareholders
is scheduled for Saturday, October 1, 2016,
at 10:00 a.m. The meeting will be held at
the Dena’ina Civic & Convention Center in
Anchorage. All shareholders are encouraged
to attend!
In mid August, BBNC will mail the 2016 annual
report and proxy material in preparation for
the annual meeting.
The meeting will be held for the purpose of
electing four Directors to three-year terms
ending in 2019, as well as reviewing the
corporation’s performance for the fiscal
year ended March 31, 2016.

ANNUAL MEETING ONLINE
During this year’s election process, BBNC shareholders will again
have the opportunity to submit their proxies through BBNC’s online
voting system, becoming eligible for special online voting cash prizes.
With your proxy material, you will receive instructions for using the
BBNC Vote website, accessible through www.bbnc.net.
Also, continuing in 2016, the annual meeting will be broadcast live
on the web! BBNC realizes that many shareholders are not able to
attend the annual meeting in person, but would still like to know the
business conducted during the meeting. This live web cast will allow
shareholders to login to a BBNC website and see video and audio of
the annual meeting in real time on October 1 through a broadband
or dial-up Internet connection. More information will be available
in your proxy material and in the fall newsletter.

CHIGNIK BAY

ANNUAL REPORT
& PROXY MATERIALS:
WHAT WILL YOU
RECEIVE?
BBNC will be mailing an annual
meeting packet to every shareholder.
Here’s what you can look for in August:
1. Annual Report: This report
details the financial activities
of the corporation for the
2016 fiscal year, ended
March 31, 2016.
2. Notice of Annual Meeting
and Proxy Statement: This
is an official announcement
of the 2016 BBNC Annual
Meeting of Shareholders, which
explains the purpose of the
meeting. The proxy statement
explains the issues that are
expected to come before the
shareholders at the annual
meeting and instructions for
completing and returning your
signed proxy or an online proxy
prior to the annual meeting.
3. BBNC Proxy: When a
shareholder votes and signs
the proxy, he or she has two
options, Discretionary or
Directed voting. The proxy
grants the proxy holder the
authority to vote on matters
that may properly come
before the annual meeting
in your absence.
4. Return Envelope: The postagepaid envelope to be used to
return your proxy.

DILLINGHAM

2016 SHAREHOLDER
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS

ILIAMNA
KOLIGANEK

Shareholder Informational Meetings are
designed to inform shareholders of the
corporation’s performance over the past
fiscal year and allow them the opportunity
to speak with BBNC Board members and
staff. To the right are the proposed 2016
informational meeting locations. Time and
place of each meeting will be published in
the proxy material and posted on the BBNC
website at www.bbnc.net. Informational
meetings will run August through September.
We hope to see you at a meeting!

NAKNEK
PALMER
HOMER
SEATTLE
TOGIAK

2016 BBNC
Board Slate Selected

T

he BBNC Nominating Committee (Melvin C. Brown,
Karl Hill, and Russell Nelson) reviewed all BBNC Board
of Director applications, conducted interviews and made
recommendations for four seats to the full Board.
Each year, four positions on the
BBNC Board of Directors are up
for election. This year ten BBNC
shareholders submitted complete
applications.

The BBNC Board selected the
following shareholders for the
BBNC Board slate of candidates:
Everette Anderson, Marie Paul,
H. Robin Samuelsen Jr., and
Daniel P. Seybert.

Shareholders seeking a position
on the BBNC Board may have
their name listed on the printed
ballot to be voted at the annual
meeting if they submit their name
by Wednesday, September 21, 2016,
to Sr. Vice President and General
Counsel April Ferguson by calling
(907) 278-3602 or 1-800-426-3602.

Everette Anderson

Marie Paul

H. Robin Samuelsen Jr.

Daniel P. Seybert

CHECK YOUR MAILBOX FOR YOUR ANNUAL
REPORT AND PROXY MATERIAL IN AUGUST!
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WELCOME

View of Kulik Lodge from Nonvianuk Lake.

We would like to welcome our newest
shareholders to the BBNC family:
Barbara J. Abrams

Destine Poulsen

Amelio Ambrosio

Antonio Requa-Fielding

Sharelle Anelon

Teresa Robbins

Dwight Anelon

Roy Shangin

Roxanne Carnahan

Jewel Shangin

Charitee Chumley

Speridon Simeonoff

Skylar Croissant

Teacon Simeonoff

Brooke Croissant

Francine Sledge

Savannah Croissant

Joshua Smith

Faith Andrew is located in the New Stuyahok Tribal
Office and serves the villages of New Stuyahok, Ekwok,
and Koliganek. Her regular hours are Monday-Friday
from 3:30-6:30 p.m. Reach Faith at (907) 693-6080 or
fandrew@bbnc.net.

Katherine Dillard

Randy Standifer Jr.

Clayton Dillard

Randy Standifer Sr.

Temple Dillard

Liam Stewart

Jacqueline Edwards

Samuel Stewart

Clara Trefon is located in the Nondalton Tribal Office
and serves the villages of Nondalton, Igiugig, Iliamna,
Kokhanok, Newhalen, and Pedro Bay. Her regular hours
are Monday-Friday from 11-3 p.m. Reach Clara at
(907) 294-2242 or ctrefon@bbnc.net.

Joel Edwards

Echo Sugak

Daniel Edwards

Rayce Toms

Ina George

Serenity Weedman

Nickolas Goodall

Jameson Weedman

Erick Hill

Sasha Williams

D’alan Joseph

Nina Williams

Jerry Kalmakoff

Kelley Woods

Faith Andrew

Clara Trefon

Rose Wassillie

VILLAGE RESOURCE
SPECIALISTS
BBNC has in-region Village Resource Specialists (VRS)
available to assist shareholders with updating their
shareholder records, filling out forms, preparing resumes,
searching for education and training opportunities,
and other assistance that they may be in need of.

BBNC Announces Purchase
of Katmailand, Inc.
B

BNC is exctied to announce our purchase of Katmailand, Inc.
and its associated assets and operations located in Anchorage
and King Salmon, AK, as well as within Katmai National Park.

“This acquisition
aligns with
our in-region
investment
strategy, and the
business adds
significantly to
BBNC’s tourism
business line.”
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Established by Ray Petersen in 1950, the
original “Angler’s Paradise Lodges” offered
the finest accommodations within Katmai
National Park. Today, Katmailand operates
Kulik Lodge, Brooks Lodge, and Grosvenor
Lodge, along with their respective National
Park Service concessions, and continues
to offer the finest accommodations,
outstanding sport fishing and world famous
bear viewing within Katmai National Park.
Under BBNC’s ownership, Katmailand will
continue with Sonny Petersen, son of Ray
Petersen, at the helm.
“BBNC is excited about its acquistion of
Katmailand,” said Jason Metrokin, president
and chief executive officer of BBNC. “The
lodgesare incredible locations that are in
the heart of Bristol Bay and are critically
important to the ancestry and history

of many of our shareholders. BBNC has
been interested in acquiring these historic
properties for many years. The lodges and
operations will be significant additions to
BBNC’s tourism operations and can offer
additional opportunities for local and
shareholder employment.”
Investing within the Bristol Bay region has
been a priority for BBNC over the last several
years; this acquisition will further position
BBNC as a premier operator within the
Bristol Bay and Alaska tourism sector. BBNC
acquired Mission Lodge, located on the
shores of Lake Aleknagik at the outlet of
the Wood River in Bristol Bay, in 2012.

Rose Wassillie is located in the Togiak City office and
serves the villages of Togiak, Manokotak, and Twin Hills.
Her regular hours are Monday-Friday from 1-5 p.m.
Reach Rose at (907) 493-5500 or rwassillie@bbnc.net.

Edward Kapatak
Jovan Kapatak

2016 SHAREHOLDER
OF THE YEAR NOMINATIONS
During the annual meeting, we will announce the names
of three shareholders who will be honored as a BBNC
Elder of the Year, BBNC Citizen of the Year, and BBNC
Student of the Year. Nominations may be made by
individuals or organizations.

Charis Logusak
Sarah Maud
Timothy McDermott
Debra McGonegal
Avery Moore
Katrina Nanalook
Emily Offt

Nomination forms will be mailed to shareholder
households and available on the BBNC website in June.
Deadline for nomination is Friday, July 22, 2016, at
5:00 p.m., so be thinking about those BBNC shareholders
whom you think deserve this special recognition.

Morgan Poulsen
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QUARTERLY STOCK
WILL DRAWING
WINNERS

Charlee Millett, Michelle Fletcher and Cody Kapotak at the AISES Leadership Summit.

IN MEMORY
The BBNC Board and staff extend our
sincere condolences to the family and
friends of those who have passed on.

Each quarter, all shareholdres
who have a stock will on file that
has been updated within the last
five years with BBNC are entered
into a prize drawing. Submit your
completed stock will before
August 15 to be entered into
the next drawing.

Nick Abalama Sr., 93, Wasilla, AK
Henry A. Anderson, 73, Chignik, AK
John P. Andrew Jr., 49, Manokotak, AK
Mike Andrew Sr., 80, Igiugig, AK
Ruth Barnard, 68, Dillingham, AK
Anuska Bartman, 102, Manokotak, AK

BBNC SPONSORS SHAREHOLDERS
TO ATTEND AISES LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

B

BNC shareholders Cody Kapotak and Charlee Millett were
sponsored by BBNC to attend the American Indian Science
and Engineering Society’s (AISES) Leadership Summit held on
April 14–16, 2016, in Rochester, MN. The summit is designed for
professionals and college students to connect, participate, and
attend professional development workshops. Michelle Fletcher, a
BBNC shareholder and BBNC’s HR Generalist, gave a presentation
on “Creating an Individual Development Plan” at the summit.
Charlee Millett is a BBNC Education
Foundation scholarship recipient
and is majoring in pre-Nursing at
Montana State University. She said
she wanted to attend the summit
to get an understanding of the way
culture influences education, life, and
work. Charlee attended a tour of the
Mayo Clinic and was encouraged
by other professionals and students
to continue her education beyond
the bachelor’s degree program. This
summer Charlee will be interning
at a rural hospital in the Lower 48.

Cody Kapotak, a BBNC shareholder and
former employee of BBNC subsidiary
Vista International Operations, is
pursuing an engineering degree at
University of Alaska Anchorage.
At the summit, Cody met students,
professionals, and Elders that could
help in a student’s professional and
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personal path. He also learned that
participating, inquiring, and learning
applies to all aspects of life. Cody was
nominated and selected by his peers
at the summit to receive a leadership
award for demonstrating the qualities
required to be a leader. Cody will
intern this summer with BBNC
subsidiary CCI Alliance in Florida.
Both Charlee and Cody agree that
Bristol Bay youth should pursue a
career that they are passionate about
and that there are many organizations
and programs that will provide
support. If you are interested in
internships or other development
opportunities, please contact
BBNC’s Shareholder Development
Department at (907) 278-3602.

$250 Julia Williams

David Beers, 61, Washoe Valley, NV

$250 Marie Jacob

Violet Belson, 61, Anchorage, AK

$100 Charles Nolay

Alva Carlson, 91, Anchorage, AK

$100 Tianna Carlson

Evan Chocknok Jr., 41, Anchorage, AK

$100 Marlene Deigh

Jack Gosuk, 81, Togiak, AK

$100 Katie Olympic

Robert Gurtler Jr., 75, Everett, WA

New BBNC
Website Launched

$100 Joan Kalmakoff

Yako Gust, 84, New Stuyahok, AK
Wassillie Hanson Sr., 78, New Stuyahok, AK
Gerald Herrmann, 65, Kenai, AK
Hilda Holmquist, 86, Anchorage, AK
Charla Hope, 52, Anchorage, AK
Bertha Kinegak-Friday, 61, Bethel, AK

B

BNC recently launched a completely redesigned
and updated website. The new mobile-friendly
site was designed with our shareholders top of mind,
calling more attention to featured news stories, deadline
reminders, and upcoming events.

Sophie Mollohan, 89, Seattle, WA
Brendon Ramey, 24, Wasilla, AK
Herman Shangin, 79, Perryville, AK
William Trefon Sr., 77, Port Alsworth, AK
Florence Trefry, 51, Tacoma, WA

To explore the site, visit www.bbnc.net. Click on the Sections menu in
the upper left corner to begin exploring. You can find all shareholder
forms housed under the For Shareholders section on the Shareholder
Resources page. If you want to search for employment opportunities
within BBNC and its subsidiaries, click on Jobs & Careers at the
bottom of the Sections menu.
If you have questions or feedback about the new site, please feel
free to submit them through the website contact form or by
email to info@bbnc.net.
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SUBSIDIARY
NEWS
BRISTOL BAY INDUSTRIAL
INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS,
WHERE INNOVATION
AND VALUE MEET

T

he Bristol Bay Development Fund,
a subsidiary of BBNC, is pleased to
announce its two recent investments
in Bristol Bay-based businesses.
Naknek Family Fisheries samples at the Brussels Seafood Expo.

Bristol Bay Development Fund’s
Recent Investments
“The company
supports six
generations of
Alaska Native
fishermen and
employs up
to 15 people
during peak
season with
an emphasis
on local and
shareholder hire.”
9
12

In January, BBDF announced its investment
in Belleque Family Farm in Dillingham,
owned by BBNC shareholder Johanna
Belleque and her husband Kyle. Belleque
Family Farm is an agricultural business,
planning to use a 40-foot shipping container
to grow fresh produce hydroponically. The
system will be assembled in Anchorage
and shipped to Dillingham for set up. The
container is capable of producing about
450 pieces of produce per week, year-round.
The business will provide fresh produce
for local restaurants, commercial kitchens,
fishing lodges, and grocery stores in the
Dillingham area.
In April, BBDF announced its 50-50%
partnership with Naknek Family Fisheries
to form Wild Side Salmon, LLC, which
will operate under the Naknek Family
Fisheries brand. Naknek Family Fisheries
has been owned and operated by Bristol Bay
entrepreneur and BBNC shareholder Izetta
Chambers and her family members since

2006. The company supports six generations
of Alaska Native fishermen and employs
up to 15 people during peak season, with
an emphasis on local and shareholder hire.
Naknek Family Fisheries offers a premium
quality product line of fresh frozen fillets,
smoked retort packaged salmon, frozen
H&G, and 100% wild smoked Bristol Bay
sockeye salmon. BBDF’s investment dollars
will be used to upgrade the existing fish
plant facility, build an employee bunkhouse,
and provide operational capital.
In late April, BBDF Manager Cameron
Poindexter attended the Brussels Seafood
Expo, the largest seafood convention
worldwide, on behalf of Naknek Family
Fisheries. People from all around the world
went by the booth and had a taste of our wild
Bristol Bay salmon.
To learn more about BBDF, visit
www.bbdf.net, or download the BBDF
app on your iPhone or Android.

Bristol Bay Industrial (BBI) has set up a new service
team, Integrated Solutions, to focus on delivering small
projects in the industrial market sector. In the current
depressed oil commodity market, there is a need to
create innovative, cost-effective solutions combining
BBI’s values of safety, innovation and excellence for
our current and prospective clients. The Integrated
Solutions team is the fresh new model that leverages the
capabilities of the BBI companies, CCI Industrial, Peak,
and Kakivik, in order to deliver small project work scopes
(up to $5 million nominally) across Alaska, but especially
on the North Slope.
The Integrated Solutions group already has several
significant projects under its belt, including cleaning,
repair and coating of test separators and storage tanks.
There is also a growing backlog of additional work for
several clients.
While the Integrated Solutions team will pull necessary
resources from across the BBI companies, leadership
will be provided by CCI Industrial Services, under the
direction of Ben Schoffmann, President and CEO. Ben
commented, “Our core team is small, nimble and
resourceful. We will work closely with each of our BBI
companies and some key niche service providers to
find the best solutions for labor, equipment and project
support to ensure safe, clean, and high quality solutions.
With our differentiators and the high level of support
we enjoy from BBI and BBNC, we have an outstanding
opportunity to grow at a time when others are just trying
to hold on and survive.”
Mark Nelson, President and CEO of BBI, remarked,
“This is an exciting development in increasing the level
of collaboration and cooperation between the BBI
companies. In essence, we can take the best of what
each of our companies has to offer to bring innovative
and cost-effective project solutions. This will open doors
to new clients, services, and capabilities to help meet our
growth objectives.”

Bristol Bay Industrial CFO, Jens Beck.

INTRODUCING BRISTOL BAY
INDUSTRIAL CFO JENS BECK
Bristol Bay Industrial, LLC announced the appointment
of Jens Beck as the company’s new Chief Financial
Officer (CFO) effective April 12, 2016. Prior to his position
at BBI, Beck served as CFO and senior vice president at
NANA Regional Corporation and Arctic Slope Regional
Corporation (ASRC) Energy Services. Throughout his
career, he has held a variety of financial leadership
positions including senior auditor of public accounting
for KPMG where he obtained his CPA certification
for Alaska.
Mr. Beck holds a Bachelor of Economics from Phillips
University of Marburg and a Bachelor of Business
Administration in Accounting and International Finance
from the University of Alaska Anchorage.
Jens currently serves a three-year term on the Alaska
Insurance Guaranty Association (AIGA) Board of
Governors. He also has served on the board of Big Brothers,
Big Sisters of Alaska, the Rilke Schule German School of
Arts & Sciences Parent Teacher Organization (PTO) and
is a two-time Ironman World Championship finisher.

“Throughout his career,
he has held a variety of financial
leadership positions including
senior auditor of public
accounting for KPMG.”
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PRIME CONTRACTORS, LLC

BRISTOL PRIME CONTRACTORS,
LLC, EARNS (8)a STATUS
On February 26, Bristol Prime Contractors, LLC, was
certified as a participant in the U.S. Small Business
Administration’s (SBA) 8(a) Business Development
Program. Over the next nine years, the company can
receive sole-source contracts from the government for
a broad range of construction work.

Managers from CCI Alliance, BBNC and BRS.

CCI Alliance Strategic Planning Session
with BBNC and BRS

I

n early April, the leadership of CCI Alliance of Companies completed
a business development and strategic planning session in Sandestin,
Florida. The goal of the meeting was to complete an in-depth review of
FY16 performance as well as a review and ratification of the strategic
plan for FY17 through FY19.

“We are very
fortunate to have
these members
in attendance,
providing CCI
leaders an
opportunity to
recognize and
strengthen the
relationships
between CCI,
BBNC, and BRS.”

9
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According to Duncan Morrison, President and Chief Executive Officer of CCI Alliance,
“The foundation for a successful FY17 and beyond is formed by CCI’s continued efforts
to develop a best in class culture and business model, while working as one family
and team with BBNC and BRS.”
Over two days, leaders and managers from CCI Alliance, BBNC, and BRS covered
business topics that included but were not limited to:
•

BBNC’s new five year strategic plan

•

Self-performance

•

Organizational clarity

•

Compliance

•

Financial performance

•

Shared services

•

Shareholder interns

•

CCI Employee cultural immersion

•

Safety

•

Employee survey

•

FY17 objectives

•

Human resources

KAKIVIK DISPATCHES
AUSTRALIA INSPECTION TEAM
Kakivik has been supporting our key client,
ConocoPhillips, in Australia for the past three to four
years. As in years past, Kakivik dispatches highly
qualified inspectors from its Alaska base of operations to
conduct unique inspections to find pipe corrosion under
insulation, without first removing that insulation. These
techniques have helped our customers save millions
of dollars in costs to remove the insulation and avert
potential problems that would occur if corrosion
went undetected.
Kakivik inspectors Dave Arnett and Ruel Carlson, a BBNC
shareholder, dispatched to Australia on April 20, along
with Quality and Technology Manager Ian Moreau. In
addition to performing work for ConocoPhillips in
Australia’s Northwest Territory and offshore in the Timor
Sea, the crew will also be performing a trial for a major
onshore LNG facility in Western Australia. If this work is
successful, there is a large potential for additional scope
of work for this facility and others like it in Southeast Asia.

This new 8(a) status for Bristol Prime Contractors is
an important milestone as the company continues to
grow its resume and experience in highway, street, and
bridge construction. Capabilities include bid build and
design build of highways, streets, roads, airport runways,
and bridges. BPC services include new construction,
reconstruction and rehabilitation.
“A substantial portion of infrastructure spending is
focused on streets and highways, and our key personnel
have extensive general construction and construction
management experience that will help us deliver safe,
high-quality projects for our clients in this marketplace,”
said Kurby Olmstead, General Manager for Bristol
Prime Contractors.
Bristol Prime Contractors joins three other 8(a) companies
in the Bristol Alliance of Companies: Bristol Environmental
Remediation Services, LLC, Bristol General Contractors,
LLC, and Bristol Site Contractors, LLC.
You can learn more about Bristol Prime Contractors
at www.bristol-companies.com.

These meetings are held twice a year, and this year, CCI was honored to have
Patrick Patterson from BRS, along with Rick Baird, Sara Peterson, and Carol Wren
from BBNC join the meetings. Remarking on their participation, Duncan Morrison
said, “We are very fortunate to have these members in attendance, providing CCI
leaders an opportunity to recognize and strengthen the relationships between
CCI, BBNC, and BRS.”
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2016-17 SCHOLARSHIP
AWARDS RECIPIENTS
CONGRATULATIONS
2016 GRADUATES!
BBNCEF BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

On behalf of the BBNCEF Board and staff, congratulations
to this year’s graduates of high school, post-secondary
education and training!

Marie Paul
President

Following are recent (or soon to be) post-secondary graduates that are current or former
HE/VE scholarship recipients and who have also informed us they are graduating. If
you have received a scholarship from the BBNCEF and have completed your graduation
requirements, please let us know so we can acknowledge your accomplishments!
Photos are always welcome.

Patrick Patterson III
Vice President
Jeffrey Sinz
Treasurer
Andria Agli
Secretary
Daniel Cheyette
Director
Katrina Johnson
Director
Jerry Liboff
Director

2015-16 ADVANCED
DEGREE GRADUATES
Ambrosio, Alicia D.
Business Administration
Management
McLean, Nellie A.
Business

2015-16 HE/VE
GRADUATES
Aspelund, Brianna M.
Anthropology
Dinon, Luke C.
Russian/Spanish

BBNCEF STAFF

Ebnet, Angeline O.
Public Health

Greta L. Goto
Executive Director

Hahn, Celisa M.
Health Science/Pre-PT

Angela Peacock
Program Manager
Josephina Luciano
Administrative Assistant

Huffman, Seanna A.
AAS, Computer Information
& Office Systems

Johnson, Lauren S.
Business Management

Sherbick, Mary L.
Psychology

Kruse, Emma J.
Business Administration
Accounting

Smith-Reece, Krystal M.
General Studies

Larson-Blair, Samantha D.
History
Mancuso, Mackenzie
Fashion Marketing
Osborne, Jennifer R.
Mechanical Engineering
Reamey, Random J.
BBA Management
Rogers, Jesse C.
Economics/Political Science
Rogers, Mathew R.
Economics

Are you interested in volunteering with the BBNC Education
Foundation? We have various opportunities including
assisting with fundraising, our annual Quyurrluteng event,
and serving on the volunteer BBNCEF board. If you might
be interested in such volunteer service, please contact the
BBNC Education Foundation. Quyana!

HE/VE SCHOLARSHIPS
Aaberg, Aaden
Rural Development
Abyo, Breanna
Mechanical Engineering
Alsworth, Gloria
Fine Arts

Cannon, Carissa
Health and Fitness
Capo, Anthony
General Studies
Carlos, Drew
Bachelor of Science
Carlson, Heather
Business Administration

Stoker, Sonja A.
Computer Sciences

Andrew, Roland
Aviation Maintenance
Technology

Chase, Gabriella
Sociology/Criminal Justice

Taylor, Melissa K.
Nursing

Anelon, Brittany
Accounting

Chiklak, Lorrene
Elementary Education

Tennyson, Bryn A.
Pre-Nursing

Anelon, Zoe
Elementary Education

Christopher, Roberta
Biological Sciences

Tilden, Rachel E.
Psychology

Anelon, McKayla
General Education

Church, Wade
Civil Engineering

Twigg, Sarah E.
Communication Disorders

Aspelund, Laura
Biological Sciences

Collman, Calle Anne
Chemistry/Pre-Pharmacy

Wayner, Reise
Underwater Welding

Aspelund, Kvichak
Criminal Justice

Coopchiak, Kaila
Associates

Aspelund, Zackary
Accounting

Cornelison, Clarissa
General Studies

Bartman, Germaine
Applied Business

Croissant, Savannah
School of Arts and Sciences/
Pre-Nursing

Shelton, Sierra J.
Applied Management

BBNCEF VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES
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Graduates Bryn Tennyson,
Angeline Ebnet and
Seanna Huffman.

Congratulations to students receiving a BBNC Education
Foundation scholarship for the 2016-17 school year. Students
applying for the HE/VE scholarship program identified
themselves with the following villages or village corporations:
Aleknagik, APC, Becharof, Chignik Lagoon, Choggiung,
Ekwok, Farwest, Igiugig, Iliamna, Kijik, Koliganek, Levelock,
Manokotak, New Stuyahok, Oceanside, Paug-Vik, Pedro Bay,
Pilot Point, Togiak, and Twin Hills. Have a great summer and
best of luck in the upcoming school year!

We’d love to connect:
BBNC Education Foundation
111 West 16th Avenue
Suite 400
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 278-3602
bbncef@bbnc.net

Baumgarte, Luke
Sustainablility
Baumgarte, Ethan
Nursing
Blunka, Kenneth
Mathematics
Brockman, Emily
Public Policy/Education

Cunningham, Jarynn
Computer Science
Deigh, Rebekah
Engineering
Delk, Kendra
General Studies

DeSoto, Mikayla
Nursing

Huffman, Seanna
Nursing

Dinon, Katherine
Nursing

Jensen, Elijah
Aviation Technology/
Professional Piloting

Dinon, Margaret
Nursing
Dray, Kendall
Business Management
Dray, Sydney
Athletic Trainer
Dray, Mariah
Business Management
Edwards, Sonya
Elementary Education
Emory, Micaela
Social Work
Fielding, Antonio
Biology
Flavin, Starr
Dental Hygiene
Fulton, Gabriel
Civil Engineering
Gillan, Kala
Business Administration
Giordano, Amelia
Biology
Greenley, Rochelle
Environmental Studies
Griffitts, Rachelle
Biological Sciences
Gumlickpuk, Joshua
Elementary Education
Harris, Gregory
Computer Engineering
Hendricks, Kiana
Health and Exercise Science
Heyano, Lauren
Child Studies Medicine,
Health and Society
Hill, Gabriella
International Studies
Hoseth, Cheryl
BBA Management

Johnson, Landon
Biology
Kasayulie, Martha
Pre-Med
Katchatag, Brianna
Dental Hygiene
King, Tasha
Medical Assisting/Nursing
Kurtz, Marguerita
Health Information
Management
Kusma, Christopher
Radiologic Technology
LaChapelle, Jessica
Pre-Nursing
Larson, Kathlene
Nursing Science
Lind, Bobby
Human Services
Lockuk Sr., Saul
Office Assistant
Mayer, Emily
Aeronautics
Miller, Benjamin
Engineering
Miller, Joshua
Mathematics
Millett, Charlee
Pre-Nursing
Mujica, Zoey
Registered Nursing
Murphy, Dylan
Exercise Science
Nanalook, Trevor
Bibical Studies
Nashookpuk, Ruth
Alaska Native Studies
Nicketa, Danya
Human Services
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Osborne, Yevania
Sports Medicine

Shangin, Michelle
Social Work

Wonhola, Cavelila
Construction Management

Pedersen, Kalen
Physical Therapist Assistant

Smeaton, Kristin
Physical Therapy

Woods III, James E.
Business Administration

Pokupec, Brighton
Health Science

Smith, Katharine
Accounting

Yeager, Wesley
Engineering

Wells Fargo/BBNC Scholarship

Poulsen, Destine
Native Art

Smith, Caleb
English

Young, Aaron
Geology

Aspelund, Zackary
Accounting

Powell, Ruth
Health Science

Smith, Benjamin
Science/Mathematics

Zharoff, Mallory
Natural Sciences

Twigg, Stephen
Business Administration

Prestegard, Alexander
Construction Management

Smith, Sarah A.
Science

Rattay, Kurtis
Journalism

Smith-Reese, Krystal
Business Management

Reimers, Eric
Aviation Technology

Stanford, Alexandra
Nursing

Rickteroff, Jared
Combination Welding

Stoker, Kaila
Nursing

Roehl, Casey
Sports Journalism

Suesue, Eleanor
Business Administration

Roehl, Esther
Liberal Arts

Tennyson, Reed
Business Management

Roque, RoxAnn
Mechanical Engineering

Tennyson, Bryn
Biology

Ross, Sara
Health Science

Trefon, Haley R.
Associate

Sagmoen, Amanda
Finance Business Administration

Tuttle, Matthew
Engineering

Schroeder, Sarah
Business Administration

Tuttle, Naomi
Registered Nursing

Schroeder, Tiera
Psychology

Twigg, Stephen
Business Administration

Sears, Travis
Diesel/Heavy Equipment
Certification
Seybert, Katera
Education
Shade, August
Automotive Technology
Shade, Vivian
Rural Development
Shade, Jillian
Veterinary Technology

Tysinger, Katrina
Health Administration
Walton, Acacia
Psychology
Wayner, Harmony
Marine Biology
Weaver, Erin
Dental Hygiene
Webb, Christian
Electrical Engineering
Wetter, Emma
Business Administration
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ADVANCED DEGREE
SCHOLARSHIPS
Aspelund, Megan
Doctorate of Osteopathic
Medicine
Baird, Ashley
Student Development
Dinon, Luke
Pre-Med/Biology
Fischer, Donna
Public Health
Groat, Bridget
History
Hahn, Celisa
Physical Therapy
Johnson, Jayme
Business Administration
Johnson, Lauren
Business Administration
and Policy
Larson-Blair, Samantha
Education
McCloskey, Mason
Doctor of Chiropractic
McGill, Amanda
Secondary Education
Pelagio-Williams, Jeran
Global Affairs
Sherbick, Mary
Rural Development

Twigg, Sarah
Speech Pathology

SPECIAL CATERGORY/
PARTNERSHIP AND
MATCH SCHOLARSHIPS

SAVE THE DATE

H. Noble Dick Scholarship
Hoseth, Cheryl
Management
Frank W. Hill Memorial
Scholarship
Gumlickpuk, Joshua
Elementary Education
American Seafoods Company/
BBNCEF Scholarship
Zharoff, Mallory
Natural Sciences
Alyeska Pipeline Service
Company/BBNCEF
Match Scholarship
Abyo, Breanna
Mechanical Engineering
Deigh, Rebekah
Engineering
Fulton, Gabriel
Civil Engineering
Greenley, Rochelle
Environmental Studies
Prestegard, Alexander
Construction Management
Roque, RoxAnn
Mechanical Engineering
Webb, Christian
Electrical Engineering
Wonhola, Cavelila
Construction Management

Short-Term Vocational Education Scholarship program recipient Constantine Gumlickpuk.

SHORT-TERM VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

B

BNCEF accepts applications for the Short-Term Vocational
Education Program (STVE) throughout the year. STVE
scholarships up to a maximum of $1,000 are awarded to eligible
shareholders for short-term vocational/certification training
programs. To be eligible for this funding, you must be a BBNC
shareholder enrolled in a short-term training program that
enhances your opportunities for employment or promotion.

2016 BBNC
EDUCATION
FOUNDATION
FUNDRAISING
The BBNC Education Foundation is
planning Quyurrluteng III in honor
of its 25th anniversary! We will
also have the annual raffle to help
support the scholarship program.
This raffle will be drawn at the
BBNC Annual Shareholders meeting
on October 1. Stay tuned for
more information!

Awards must be used within three months of the award date and may not be used
for courses that have already begun or completed prior to the application being
received and approved for award. Awards must be used for the training period
awarded and may not be carried forward to another time period. STVE recipients
who do not honor STVE award conditions during the awarded training period may
be subject to a probationary period of one year from the date of the violation where
the student will not be eligible to receive STVE funding. After the probationary
period ends, the student will be eligible to again apply for STVE funding.
For complete program eligibility requirements and application, visit www.bbnc.net.
Go to “BBNC Education Foundation” and then to “For Students.” Applications may
also be requested by mail by contacting the Education Foundation at (907) 278-3602.
Congratulations to STVE Scholarship Awardees mid-January to April 2016:
Holly Torrison, Debra Fyall, Timothy Wonhola Jr., Gregory Zackar, Monica
LeHuquet, Richard Wilson, Sharon Wilson, Angela Robinson-Sweat, Konan Lind,
Danny Wassily, Corey Lind, Anita Schoening, Kevin Osterhaus, Maria Roberts,
Earlina Miller, Bryon Paul, Leighton Tukaya, John Thomas, Robert Phillips,
Ida Nelson, Norman Tretikoff, Devan McDowell, and Jason Balluta.

Skolnick, Marisa
Counseling Psychology
Twigg, Seth
Bibical Studies
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QUYANA CORNER
As we prepare for fall scholarship distributions, we’d like to thank all our
donors and contributors for giving. In addition to individual donations that
help support our scholarship program, companies such as Peninsula Airways,
Wells Fargo Alaska, Aleknagik Natives Ltd., Chignik River Ltd., American
Seafoods Group, Millrock, Alyeska Pipeline Service Company, and BBNC,
contribute to help support the program.
These generous gifts make it possible for BBNC shareholder students to reach
and attain their education and training goals. In each and every way that you
contribute, we thank you for all you do to support students.
In their words,
“…I am very thankful, for this scholarship has helped to lighten
the load of the cost of attendance…your scholarship has given me
a chance to focus on my priorities like getting good grades in order
to earn a bachelor’s degree in dental hygiene. Thank you again for
your generous support.”
“…thank you so much for this amazing scholarship…it will not go
to waste. You have made my education possible and have lessened
my financial burden. I am so happy that in the near future I will be
able to help my people with my medical degree.…”
“…I would like to extend a belated thank you to the Foundation for
awarding me a scholarship this last May. Being awarded the scholarship
is a privilege and an honor. With it, I can continue to attend…and
use the knowledge I’ve gained to improve lives. Once again, thank
you for awarding me the scholarship. I am grateful for all of the
opportunities provided to me by the Bristol Bay Native Corporation.”

BBNCEF Program Manager Angela Peacock
and program participant Ruth Powell
at the UAA Career Fair.

QUYANA DONORS AND
CONTRIBUTORS
(The list below does not include our anonymous
donors, to whom we say quyana!)

PLATINUM LEVEL
($4,000+)
Alyeska Pipeline Service Company

IVORY LEVEL
($2,000–$2,999)
Wells Fargo
American Seafoods Company

RED SALMON LEVEL
($50–$199)
Natalie Tuday

OTHER
Frank Dragna
Joann Luciano

